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The maid of Balfe
The riot of ornament sprawling over the Victorian theatre found plenty
space among its curlicues for Michael William Balfe, an utterly
reliable Anglo-Irish purveyor of appealing melodies ready and willing to
offer his bewhiskered compatriots a transcendental vocal experience at the
drop of a hat. An opera a year was the rule - more-or-less; polyglot
music - I dare say; a part-operette/part-Musical mode - at his apogee;

of

end.

of success from beginning to
Very well
educated on the hoof at home and abroad with a high-profite early career
that took him from singer (light baritone), to composer, to conductor on
some of Europe's most imposing stages, he became a key figure in
l,ondon at the mid-century whatever the neglect he endures today. He
was a catalyst and quite indispensible to its musical health. Baton in hand
he shared with Sir Michael (Michele) Costa the honours of lhe capital and utterly confident

he - embodying the honourable tradition of the ballad at the heart of
English music - his friend - the most recent example of the honourable
tradition of the peripatetic Italian descending upon Albion to polish its
blazon anew. Both essential figures at a major cultural hiatus (which has
its parallels today) Oil and warer you might think; in fact it was nothing
of the kind. Both took charge of the greatest London theatres, both
were ready to compose anything-whatsoever, both were belcantistic to
the core, both resisted Verdi and Wagner, Costa threw Meyerbeer out of
Covent Garden (quite titerally), and both fiercely defended the
reactionary virtues of formulaic music to the very end. But never
excluding cross-channel exemplars (the "Continent was never completely
Isolated"). Balfe's last opera was staged after his death by Costa with
great acclaim. Maria Malibran called Balfe "The English lRossizi
he
was more credibly an " English" Auber with frequent recourse - at key
moments - to Bellini, the more accessible Donizetti and a wide variety of

";

others. He was adroit, orchestrally very skilled and operatically very
experienced. He knew just what his audiences wanted. This cunent first
recording of the last warhorse for Malibran - written months before her
sad death and hugely tro her taste it would seem - admirably displays his
gifts. Prepared with musicological exactitude from rudimentary archives
it has taken a great deal of courage on the part of its sponsors to get
together (and takes a certain amount of courage on the part of its listeners
where some of the singing is concemed!) but it iJ quite fascinafing - is
not the opening chorus a pair to that of Lauro Rossi's Il domirc nzro of
mor€ than a decade later? And what good tunes. They stick in the mind

despite Mr [Hot-Cross] Bunn's horrible (and endearingly politicallyincorrect) text (we can thank our lucky stars that the spoken dialogue is
missing - G&S owe almost everything to Balf€ and Bunn) and even
though sharing its lapses with faceless passages, Andrew Lloyd-Webber
never comes up to its charm.
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Kay Jordan does very well indeed with a title-role straight out of the
Guinness Book of Records, the beautiful sounds she makes truly evoke
the glamour of its unique progenitor and would have justified this project
even if the orchestra and conductor had not been so good. In fact both
are excellent. The presentation of the recording, its packaging, its sound
quality, its notes with complete libretto, all are first-rate. As an example
of resource, of clarity, of sheer resiliance, Victorian Opera from its
Northem fastness shows the inert Metropolis what can be done with
modest means. Is it too much to hope that the latter will one day learn
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some lessons?

The Maid of Artois
(Canpion Cameo

-

Cam€o 2042-3)

We live in a strange land whcre the collective mind seems to revolve
around cars, beer to excess, the latest chipboard kilchens, golf and the
media. The remarkable thing is that amidst this cultural desert there are
people who care and who have an enthusiasm that often puts oth€l nations
io shame. I think of the Avison Ensemble in Newcastle reviving the music
of Charles Avison (1709-1790), a fine baroque comlnser who proves that
there were others than simply Handel composing music of worth in 'the

land without music'. Now we can add to Newcastle, Wilmslow.
Wilmslow? Where's that? It's somewhere up North. What good has ever
come out of Wilmslow? Quite simply the revival of William Balfe's The
Maid ol Artois! But then I guess most people in this educationally
impoverished country have never heard of Balfe, less still of his opera
composed for Malibran in 1836. Malibran? The questioning may go on
and on...

But for us in the Donizetti Society we know who Balfe was and have
always yearned for the renaissance of his operas. With this recording
members are in for a surprise. Here is a fine work, revived and recorded
with great dedication by a group known as'Victorian Opera Northwest',
and with that typical dedication of enthusiasts, for all was done on a
shoeshing. It's the sort of success that puts big pmfessional companies to
shame. It's no good waiting for Covent Garden or ENO to revive Balfel
you have to do it yoursolf, I am reminded of the seventies when 'Opera
Rara' and 'Opera Viva' did so much for Mayr and Donizetti' And we
know that from acoms mighty oaks grow. Surely we are, at last, at the
beginning of rediscovering our own operatic tradition. How we long to
hear an opera by Bishop, Wallace's ltrline, MaaCunn's Jeanie Deans,

operas

by

Benedict, Mackenzie and Stanford. 'Victorian Opera

Northwest' has thrown down the gauntlet.
First of all, the reconstruction of Balfe's l&16, revised version of Ihe

